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In accordance with paragraph J> (iii) of the "Working Principles governing 

the Admission of Non-Govornmental Organizations into Relations with WHO",
1

 the 

Director-General communicates herewith to the Executive B.ard a memorandum dated 

2 January i960 received from the World Federation for Mental Health. 

^Basic Documents, 10th ed., panEagraph 3 (iii), P. 7斗 
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WORLD MENTAL HEALTH YEAR 

(Memorandum submitted by the World Federation for Mental Health) 

The Scientific СошюИ for Africa (CCTA), in the report of its Specialist 

Meeting held in Madagascar in 1959, as a World Mental Health Year activity, in 

discussing the influence of rapid social and cultural changes on the mental state 

of African and Madagascan populations, says: "This major problem dominates our 
Continent". 

The feeling of the importance of these new problems of mental i11-health and 

the need for Public Health measures of prevention is appreciated not only in Africa, 

but in the majority of the rapidly developing countries of the world where cultural 

changes are occurring markedly. It was largely because of this that the World 

Federation for Mental Health felt it appropriate, in 1957, to plan for, and announce 

World Mental Health Year. We were much encouraged a few weeks later by a good deal 
of approval of the idea given by members of the WHO Regional Committee for Europe, 

meeting in Copenhagen. 

The first step to be taken, naturally, was to consult with our Member 

Associations in 4j5 countries, since not all of them had been represented at our 

Annual Meeting. Their approval and wish to co-operate having been expressed, the 
Executive Board of the World Federation went ahead with its plans and decided to 

suggest: 

(1) a small number of fields of interest in whioh a maximum of communication 

across national and cultural boundaries would be useful, following, to some 

slight extent, the pattern of the Geophysical Year, and 

(2) to encourage national groups to study their own high priority needs and to 

try to arrange for extra activity in this field during the period of WMHY 

to stimulate both the scientific approach - through research, surveys, etc.-

and promotional activities to improve the mental health of their countries. 

In a letter dated 8 August 1958， to the Director of the World Federation for 

Mental Health, the Director-General of WHO wrote : 
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"I am glad to say that I whole-heartedly support the idea, and am 
prepared to associate WHO with it as one of its sponsors 

I am oertain that in the preparation of the World Mental Health Year 
we shall continue to collaborate in the same spirit as in the past, thus 
advancing our common purpose of improving mental health in the world." 

This had a considerable influence on many people since it was published in the 
first WMHY Newsletter. 

The programmes of WHO which concern mental health have been slanted towards the 

work of WMHYj which we greatly appreciate. UNESCO has been extremely helpful, both 

through its Educational, Social Science and Public Information Departments. CCTA, 

which co-operated with the WHO Regional Office for Africa and ourselves to bring 

¿bout the first inter-professional Specialist Conference on Mental Health in Bukavu 

in 1958, is carrying on other scientific activities in Africa in this field during 

the period of WMHY. 

Prom the first, it has been made clear that World Mental Health Year was an 

activity for any organization or group which was concerned about these problems, 

and not a project limited in any "way to the World Federation for Mental Health. 

Apart from Inter-Governmental Agencies, a number of governments or their departments 

in different parts of the world, are giving interest and support to this activity. 

Peru was the first country where the President proclaimed i960 as World Mental Health 

Year, and actually arranged for extra funds to be made available for their national 

effort. We understand that Spain and Costa Rica are both likely to make the same 

type of official proclamation. There have been a number of interested and 

sympathetic references to World Mental Health Year in speeches made in both Congress 

and the Senate of the United States. 

Apart from our approach to Member-Associationa and to governments, we wrote to 

a considerable number of other international non-governmental organizations who, like 

ourselves, have consultative status with the United Nations' oí* thù- specijclizcd ügemles» 

We asked them whether, during I960, which is a year of major effort, or in the next 
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two or three years, when the programme will still be continuing they could devote 

some parts of their interest through their international meetings, and their 

journals or through the efforts of their Member-Associations in different countries, 

to some aspect of the problems of mental healthy since all of those to whom we wrote 
had at least a peripheral interest in Mental Health and Social Welfare, 

Some 1б0 of these organizations replied in the affirmative and are undertaking 

activities which are small in some cases, but very considerable in others. Some, 

like the League of Red Cross Societies^ the Junior Chambers of Commerce, and WFUNA, 
are approaching their national organizations and already a certain amount of special 

work has been begun. With some of these groups we have obviously got to provide 

for technioal guidance so that any efforts they make should be helpful to their own 

Ministry of Health and to their country• Area representatives of WHO and the 

overseas missions of ICA are being helpful in this respect. 

This is a potentially significant development, though it will be slow in 

getting going. The Federation only has Member-Associations in countries though 

it has close contact with another 10 or so. Some of the other international NGOs 

have Member-Associations in 80 or 90 countries• In consequence, any efforts that 

can really be well directed in these countries should be of significance. 

We have a distinguished group of health administrators who have formed a Publie 

Health Advisory Panel, and who are willing to be supportive to consultants when we 

are able to send these to start enquiries or other activities in their countries. 

World Mental Health Year was launched in some 30 or 40 countries in connexion 

with special meetings that were organized to support World Health Day in April 1959, 

when the theme^ most opportunely, was Mental Kealtn. I960, however, is the year 

when major efforts will be made to start much further sensible and scientifically 

grounded activity. 

The central five projects which were chosen for WMKY are: (1) the needs of 

children and youth; (2) planning and execution of surveys of attitudes towards, 
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and incidence of, mental ill-health, to assist in better planning of prograranes. WHO 

is also working on these lines; ⑶ teaching the principles of mental health in 

many different types of professional training school : medical, nursing, social work, 

education, etc.; (4) study of developing industry and industrial ohange occurring 

in the world in the hope of making industrial programmes useful to, instead of as 

sometimes, harmful to, the mental health of the people; (5) the psychological 

problems concerned with voluntary and involuntary migration. 

To these five points a sixth one, concerned with old age, is now added since 

the problems of aging arise under four of the other projects. We have not been 

successful, as yet, in finding any considerable sum of money to get these projects 

effectively under way as they were planned, although we have the consultants standing 

ready until we are able to employ them full time. A considerable amount of 

voluntary effort is, however, already going on, which contributes to each of these 

projects. 

The national programmes, for which we have no financial responsibility, are 

developing rapidly, and we know of at least sixty projects which are scientific in 

nature, and we know of well over a hundred action projects which are in the planning 

stage or have already begun• There is, therefore, satisfactory evidence of real 

interest which has been stirred up by the concept of World Mental Health Year. 

There is no doubt that these encouraging signs of interest will be reinforced 

by the confirmation of WHO'S support of the World Mental Health Year. 


